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*MODULAR SPACE STATION, *COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATES,
*COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS (CER's), *WORK BREAKDOWN
STRUCTURE, *COST AVOIDANCE/SAVINGS, *FUNDING ESTIMATES
ABSTRACT
COST ESTIMATES AND FUNDING SCHEDULES ARE PRESENTED FOR THE EARTH
ORBITAL MODULAR SPACE STATION PROGRAM, FOR A GIVEN CONFIGURATION
AND COSTING GROUND RULES. COST METHODOLOGY IS DESCRIBED AND THE
COST EVOLUTION FROM A BASELINE CONFIGURATION TO A SELECTED
CONFIGURATION IS PRESENTED, EMPHASIZING CASES IN WHICH COST WAS
A DESIGN DRIVER. PROGRAMMATIC COST AVOIDANCE TECHNIQUES ARE
DISCUSSED. A WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE AND DICTIONARY, ESTIMATED
SUBCONTRACTOR COSTS, AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA ARE
PRESENTED.




This document is one of a series required by Contract NAS9-9953,
Exhibit C, Statement of Work for Phase B Extension-Modular Space Station
Program Definition. It has been prepared by the Space Division, North
American Rockwell Corporation, and is submitted to the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas, in accordance with the requirements of Data Requirements List
(DRL) MSC-T-575, Line Item 77.
Total documentation products of the extension period are listed in the




























































































This document consists of two volumes: Volume I - Cost Estimating
Process and Cost, Schedule and Funding Summaries, presents cost method-
ology and describes the evolution of cost beginning with a reference config-
uration and progressing to a selected configuration. The impacts of various
cost avoidance techniques are discussed. Costs, schedules, and summaries
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of funding are given. Volume II - Appendices presents the Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) and dictionary, subcontractor and prime contractor costs
for WBS items. Supporting data for the reference configuration and selected
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APPENDIX A. WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE AND DICTIONARY
1. PROGRAM BASELINES
1. 1 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS)
The NASA-MSC WBS for the Space Station Earth Orbital Program is
reproduced as Figure A-l. Listed therein are the principal categories of
products (hardware, services, functions) involved in overall NASA program
development, production and operations. The program, at WBS Level 2,
is subdivided into five (5) program elements, or projects, at Level 3.
Included on the graphic WBS, but not defined in the dictionary, are the other
NASA programs and functions necessary to support the Space Station Earth
Orbital Program.
1. 2 MODULAR SPACE STATION (MSS) PROJECT DEFINITION
To assist in establishing baselines for the MSS project, the MSS system
has been expressed in terms of subsystems and hardware/software functions.
These are defined in Table A-l, which includes subsystems (Level 5),
assemblies (Level 6), and components (Level 7) as they may be applicable
to modules of the initial space station. Table A-l does not necessarily apply
to growth station modules or cargo modules, since those modules have not
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Figure A-l. Program Summary Work Breakdown Structure





The WBS index, Table A-2, provides a tabular, indentured listing of
program elements to the levels established for cost reporting.
In addition, it establishes the WBS identification numbers and cost
applicability of each item (nonrecurring - DDT&E; recurring production;
recurring operations). This index is the baseline for preparation of all
cost data forms.
The WBS identification numbers are based on the NASA Agency-wide
13-digit coding system as follows:





Program Element/Project Level (3)
Program Level (2)
Only the first 9 characterters are used to establish the required
Level 5 identifiers (XX-NXX-NN-NN), where XX is a program level
designator reserved for NASA use.
For accountability purposes, and where certain subsystems do not
apply to certain space station modules, the term Not Applicable (N/A) is



































































































Space Station Earth Orbital Program
Modular Space Station Project .
Initial Core Module
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem




Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment
Power Module
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem




Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment
Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem




Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment
Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem





























































































































































































Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem




Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment
Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem




Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment
Cargo Module
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem




Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment
Growth Core Module
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem




























































































































































































Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Guidance and Control Subsystem
Reaction Control Subsystem
Information Subsystem
C rew Habitability Subsystem
Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment
Crew/ECLSS Module (SM-6)
Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
ECLS Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Guidance and Control Subsystem
Reaction Control Subsystem
Information Subsystem
Crew & Habitability Subsystem
Subsystem Installation, Assy & C/O
Module Refurbishment






























































































































Attached RAM Experiments (Aggregate)
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The WBS dictionary describes the composition of each element of
the WBS at the cost reporting level.
The dictionary provides definitions of each WBS element by WBS
identification number, provides a brief description of the technical charac-
teristics of the element, states exactly What is included in each element and,
where necessary for clarification, states specific exclusions. For convenience,
the cost applicability is repeated from the WBS index and the next higher
and next lower (if applicable) WBS elements are identified.
Included in this section are NASA-furnished definitions for each
discipline involved in experiments definition, and for each functional program
element (FPE) identified under Earth Orbital Experiments.
A-l l
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SPACE STATION EARTH ORBITAL PROGRAM (LEVEL 2)
The Level 2 Space Station Earth Orbital Program is comprised of
the modular space station, experiments definition, earth orbital experiments,
attached research applications module (RAM) and detached RAM projects.
These project elements, when combined, cover all effort necessary to
design, develop, and operate a modular space station consisting of a semi-
permanent cluster of modules, each of which can be transported to and
from orbit internal to the space shuttle. This elements exclude the NASA
Center operations and related research, technology and advanced develop-
ment activities. It further excludes the Space Shuttle Program, and sortie
experiment effort in support of the Modular Space Station Program.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS
XX-XXX-00-00 NASA - OMSF Programs (Reference only) .
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
XX-2XX-00-00 Experiments Definition
XX-3XX-00-00 Earth Orbital Experiments
XX-4XX-00-00 Attached RAM Project









MODULAR SPACE STATION PROJECT (LEVEL 3)
The Level 3 Modular Space Station Project element includes all of the
hardware, software, services and facilities required to design, develop,
produce and support the Modular Space Station capable of supporting a crew
and, which with the use of integral (GPL) experiments, will provide an
early benefit return experiment program for extended mission durations.
It summarizes all lower level elements identifiable and peculiar to the
Modular Space Station Project including all modules, subsystems, module
integration, project management, systems support, premission and mission
operations; GPL experiment integration, major test programs, training
equipment, GSE, facilities, spares, GFE/GFP and integration elements;
and experiment installation, assembly, and checkout.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 2)
XX-OXX-00-00 Space Station Earth Orbital Program
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
- 1 XX- 01 -00 Initial Core Module
XX- 1 XX- 02-00 Powe r Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module SM-1
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs /EC LSS Module SM- 2
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs /EC LSS Module SM- 3
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module SM-4
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 Crew/ECLSS Module SM- 5 j Growth Station Modules
XX-1XX-10-00 Crew/ECLSS Module SM-6 j
XX-1XX-20-00 Module Integration, Assembly, and Checkout
XX-1XX-25-00 Project Management
XX- 1 XX- 30 -00 Systems Support
XX-1XX-35-00 Premission Operations
XX-1XX-40-00 Mission Operations
XX-1XX-45-00 GPL Experiment Integration
XX-1XX-50-00 Major Test Hardware
XX-1XX-55-00 Training Equipment
XX-1XX-60-00 Ground Support Equipment
XX- 1 XX- 6 5- 00 Facilities
XX-1XX-70-00 Spares
XX-1XX-75-00 GFE/GFP and Integration
XX-1XX-80-00 Experiment Installation, Assembly and Checkout







INITIAL CORE MODULE (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete Initial Core Module to be launched
internal to the Space Shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing, test,
tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated with the
development of all production units which satisfy the requirements of the
applicable specification. It includes all subsystems and the installation and
checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as all
changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment. This element
excludes the effort associated with producing specially fabricated test hard-
ware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS element. It also
excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL, ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-01-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-01-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-01-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-01-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem
XX-1XX-01-05 Reaction Control Subsystem
XX-1XX-01-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-01-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-01-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly & Checkout









POWER MODULE (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete power module to be launched
internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing, test,
tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated with
the development of all production units which satisfy the requirements of the
applicable specification. It includes all subsystems and the installations and
checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as all
changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment. The hardware
required to reconfigure the power module for growth station operations (i. e.
replacement solar array package) is included in the electrical power
subsystem. This element excludes the effort associated with producing
specially fabricated test hardware as identified under the Major Test Pro-
grams WBS element. It also excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP
and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-02-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-02-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-02-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-02-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-02-05 Reaction Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1 XX-02-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-02-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-02-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly & Checkout









CONTROL/CREW MODULE SM-1 (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete control/crew module SM-1 to be
launched internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing,
test tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated
•with the development of all production units which satisfy the requirements
of the applicable specification. It includes all subsystems and the installation
and checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as
all changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment. This element
excludes the effort associated with producing specially fabricated test hard-
ware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS element. It also
excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1 XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-03-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-03-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-03-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-03-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-03-05 Reaction Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-03-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-03-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-03-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly & Checkout









LABORATORIES/ECLSS MODULE SM-2 (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete laboratories/ECLSS module SM-2
to be launched internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manu-
facturing, test, tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort
associated with the development of all production units •which satisfy the
requirements of the applicable specification, It includes all subsystems and
the installation and checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete
module as well as all changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment.
This element excludes the effort associated with producing specially fabri-
cated test hardware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS
element. It also excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP and
experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1 XX-04-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-04-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-04-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-04-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-04-05 Reaction Control Subsystem
XX-1XX-04-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-04-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-04-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly & Checkout









LABORTORIES/ECLSS MODULE SM-3 (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete laboratories/ECLSS module SM-3
to be launched internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manu-
facturing, test, tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort
associated •with the development of all production units which satisfy the
requirements of the applicable specification. It includes all subsystems
and the installation and checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete
module as well as all changes and tool maintenance and module refurbish-
ment. This element excludes the effort associated with producing specially
fabricated test hardware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS
element. It also excludes the physical integration of GFE/GEP and
experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-05-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystems
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-05-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystems
XX-1XX-05-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-05-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-05-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-05-05 Reaction Control Subsystem
XX-1XX-05-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-05-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-05-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly & Checkout









CONTROL/CREW MODULE SM-4 (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete control/crew module SM-4 to be
launched internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing,
test , tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated
with the development of all production units which satisfy the requirements
of the applicable specification. It includes all subsystems and the installation
and checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as
all changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment. This element
excludes the effort associated with producing specially fabricated test hard-
ware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS element. It also
excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-06-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-06-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-06-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-06-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-06-05 Reaction Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-06-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-06-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1 XX-06-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly & Checkout









CARGO MODULES (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to complete cargo modules to be launched internal
to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing, test, tooling,
special test equipment, and quality control effort associated with the develop-
ment of all production units which satisfy the requirements of the applicable
specification. It includes all subsystems and the installation and checkout of
all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as all changes and
tool maintenance and module refurbishment. This element excludes the
effort associated with producing specially fabricated test hardware as identified
under the Major Test Programs WBS element. It also excludes the physical
integration of GFE/GFP and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-07-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-07-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-07-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-07-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-07-05 Reaction Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-07-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1 XX-07-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem










GROWTH CORE MODULE (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete growth core module to be launched
internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing, test,
tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated with
the development of all production units which satisfy the requirements of the
applicable specification. It includes all subsystems and the installation and
checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as all
changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment. This element
excludes the effort associated with producing specially fabricated test hard-
ware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS element. It also
excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-08-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-08-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-08-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-08-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-08-05 Reaction Control Subsystem
XX-1XX-08-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-08-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-08-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly and Checkout









CREW/ECLSS MODULE SM-5 (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete crew/ECLSS module SM-5 to be
launched internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing,
test, tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated
with the development of all production units which satisfy the requirements
of the applicable specification. It includes all subsystems and the installation
and checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as
all changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment. This element
excludes the effort associated with producing specially fabricated test hard-
ware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS element. It also
excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVELS)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-09-01 Structural & Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-09-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1 XX-09-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-09-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-09-05 Reaction Control Subsystem
XX-1XX-09-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-09-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-09-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly and Checkout









CREW/ECLSS MODULE SM-6 (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the complete crew/ECLSS module SM-6 to be
launched internal to the space shuttle. It includes the design, manufacturing,
test, tooling, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated
with the development of all production units which satisfy the requirements
of the applicable specification. It includes all subsystems and the installation
and checkout of all subsystem elements into the complete module as well as
all changes and tool maintenance and module refurbishment. This element
excludes the effort associated with producing specially fabricated test hard-
ware as identified under the Major Test Programs WBS element. It also
excludes the physical integration of GFE/GFP and experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)
XX-1XX-10-01 Structural and Mechanical Subsystem
XX-1XX-10-02 ECLS Subsystem
XX-1XX-10-03 Electrical Power Subsystem
XX-1XX-10-04 Guidance and Control Subsystem (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-10-05 Reaction Control Subsystem
XX-1XX-10-06 Information Subsystem
XX-1XX-10-07 Crew Habitability Subsystem
XX-1XX-10-08 Subsystem Installation, Assembly and Checkout









STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM (LEVEL-5)
This WBS element refers to the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, fabrication, procurement and quality control effort
for the structural and mechanical subsystem through completion of qualifi-
cation testing. It includes primary structure, secondary structure,
environmental shielding, berthing, and general purpose laboratory furnishings
to the extent that they are required by the specific module.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT (ECLS) SUBSYSTEM
(LEVEL 5)
This WBS element refers to the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, fabrication, procurement and quality control effort
for the environmental control/life support subsystem through completion of
qualification testing. It includes gaseous storage, CO2 management,
atmospheric control, thermal control, water management, waste manage-
ment, hygiene, and special life support to the extent that they are required
by the specific module.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL, ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs /ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM (LEVEL, 5)
This WBS element refers to the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, manufacturing, procurement and quality control
effort for the electrical power subsystem through completion of qualification
testing. It includes primary and secondary power generation, energy storage,
power conditioning, distribution, control and wiring, and lighting to the
extent that they are required by that module. Primary power generation
includes both initial and growth station solar arrays.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 EC LSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (LEVEL 5)
This WBS element refers to the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, fabrication, procurement and quality control effort
for the guidance and control subsystem through completion of qualification
testing. It includes inertial reference, optical reference, reaction control
system electronics, momentum exchange, and computation to the extent that
they are required by the specific module.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1) (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2) (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/EC LSS Module (SM-3) (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4) (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5) (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6) (Not Applicable)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (LEVEL 5)
This WBS element refers to the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, fabrication, procurement and quality control effort
for the reaction control subsystem through completion of qualification
testing. It includes propellant accumulator, propellant feed controls, and
engines to the extent that they are required by the specific module.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4) .
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1) (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4) (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules (Not Applicable)
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM (LEVEL 5)
This WBS element refers to the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, fabrication, procurement and quality control effort
for the information subsystem through completion of qualification testing.
It includes data processing, command/control and monitoring, software,
and external and internal communications to the extent that they are required
by the specific module.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL, ELEMENTS (LEVEL, 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









CREW HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM (LEVEL 5)
This WBS element refers to the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, manufacturing, procurement and quality control
effort for the crew habitability subsystem through completion of qualification
testing. It includes personal equipment, general/emergency, furnishings,
recreation/exercise/crew care, and food management to the extent that they
are required by the specific module.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION, ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT (LEVEL 5)
This WBS element includes the design, development, test, tooling,
special test equipment, fabrication, procurement and quality control effort
associated with the installation of all subsystems into, and the checkout and
acceptance testing of completely assembled modules prior to shipment from
the development contractor's plant. It also includes engineering effort such
as final assembly drawings, packaging and transportability design, and CEI
(Part II) product specifications.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)










This element, if applicable, refers to the effort associated with
refurbishment of modules returned to the development contractor for
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, repair, subsystem update and/or
reconfiguration. This effort begins with module receipt from the shuttle
landing site and ends with shipment of the refurbished module to the launch
site. Included is the effort to test, remove, replace and check out,
transportation, and module storage if required. This element excludes the
effort of providing ground replacement units covered under the spares WBS
element.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-1XX-01-00 Initial Core Module
XX-1XX-02-00 Power Module
XX-1XX-03-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-1)
XX-1XX-04-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-2)
XX-1XX-05-00 Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
XX-1XX-06-00 Control/Crew Module (SM-4)
XX-1XX-07-00 Cargo Modules
XX-1XX-08-00 Growth Core Module
XX-1XX-09-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-5)
XX-1XX-10-00 ECLSS/Crew Module (SM-6)
NOTE: This WBS element is applicable, on a planned basis, to cargo
modules only.
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 6)









MODULE INTEGRATION, ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT (LEVEL, 4)
This element refers to the physical integration, assembly, and
checkout activities associated with mating and conducting integrated systems
tests on the first four space station flight modules to demonstrate operational
readiness of the initial space station prior to the first module launch. This
element excludes the integrated test effort of non-flight hardware associated
with the Major Test Programs element as well as the flight hardware
development and acceptance testing effort in direct support of individual
modules.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









PROJECT MANAGEMENT (LEVEL. 4)
The project management element refers to the overall management and
administrative planning, staffing, organizing, directing, coordinating, con-
trolling, and approval actions designed to accomplish overall project objectives
which are not assiciated with specific hardware elements. Examples of
these activities are performance management (cost/schedule/technical),
program plans, configuration management, data management, safety
management, contract management, associate contractor interface,
subcontract management, facilities management, production management,
quality assurance management, and publications.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL .3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL, 5)









SYSTEMS SUPPORT (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the effort of directing and controlling a totally
integrated engineering effort including systems engineering, and specialty
fields (i. e. , reliability, maintainability, systems effectiveness, safety
engineering, human factors, etc. ). It includes mission and systems,
definition and requirements, interface and change integration, verification,
engineering controls, technical program planning, and project engineering
activities. This element includes the preparation of development and product
specifications for equipment and components, but excludes the design effort
associated with such hardware.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









PRE-MISSION OPERATIONS (LEVEL 4)
Pre-mission operations include the necessary services and materials
to conduct pre-mission operations support system site activation and
maintenance, transportation and handling, equipment receiving and checkout
at the launch site, MSS module checkout arid integration with the space shuttle,
logistics and technical support for launch operations up to the point of initial
MSS IOC. This element excludes the fabrication or construction of GSE and
facilities, and also any effort associated with experiment integration, as
identified under those WBS elements.
The sites involved with pre-mission operations are:
Management, Administrative, and Development Laboratory Site
Manufacturing Site
Acceptance and Delivery Site
Assembly Site
Launch Site
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









MISSION OPERATIONS (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the effort and material required to conduct
sustaining launch operations after initial MSS IOC, and perform mission
operations support system site activation and maintenance, mission and
experiment operations planning, and ground command, control, tracking,
and communications with the modular space station. It includes flight control,
telemetry, communications, data processing, data analysis, and logistics
inventory management support including IFRU replacement. It also includes
any contractor effort to conduct crew training. This element excludes the
fabrication or construction of GSE, training equipment, facilities, or spares
as identified under those WBS elements.





NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









GPL EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the systems engineering effort of directing and
controlling a totally integrated GPL, experiment program. It includes the
preparation of performance and interface (P&I) specifications for GPL,
experiments, but does not include the design effort associated with such
hardware.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL, ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL. 5)









MAJOR TEST PROGRAMS (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the effort of providing and using specially
fabricated hardware to obtain or validate engineering data on the performance
of the space station flight or ground systems or individual Level 4 module
elements through structural and dynamic testing, compatibility assessment,
and buildup of the mission support vehicle (MSV). This element includes the
detail planning, test conduct, support, data reduction and reports from such
operations, and all hardware items which are consumed, or planned to be
consumed, in the conduct of such operations. It also includes all effort
associated with the design and production of models, specimens, fixtures
and instrumentation in support of the test programs. Test articles which are
functionally configured as required by the specification (i. e. , production
hardware) and all development, component acceptance, qualification, etc.,
testing which can be specifically associated with the production hardware
elements are excluded.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









TRAINING EQUIPMENT (LEVEL 4) -
The training equipment element includes the devices, accessories,
aids, equipment, and parts used to facilitate instruction through which flight
and ground crew personnel will acquire sufficient concepts, skills, and
aptitudes to operate and maintain the systems with maximum efficiency. This
element includes all contractor effort associated with the design, development,
and production of training equipment.. The training equipment element refers
to those distinctive end items of training equipment required to meet specific
training objectives, including for example, operational trainers, maintenance
trainers, and other items such as cutaways, mockups, and models. This
element excludes preparation of course data, handbooks, and the conduct of
crew training (covered under Mission Operations).
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE) (LEVEL 4)
This element refers to the provisioning, design, and production of
checkout, launch, and handling equipment required at the sites for acceptance
test and flight activities, including equipment at the plant, test site, and
launch site for checkout and maintenance of systems or subsystems, and for
support of premission and mission operations. It also includes ground-
based equipment/software associated with the MSS on-board information
subsystem. This element excludes site activation and GSE maintenance
(covered under Pre-mission and Mission Operations) and spares for GSE.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)










This element includes industrial facilities, test facilities, and oper-
ational facilities.
Industrial facilities include the construction, conversion, or expansion
of facilities for production, inventory, and maintenance. The element includes,
for example, equipment acquisition or modernization, but does not include
site activation or maintenance of the above facilities or equipment.
Test facilities refer to those special test facilities required for
performance of the various developmental tests necessary to prove the design
and reliability of systems and/or subsystems. This element includes, for
example, engine test fixtures, white rooms, test chambers, etc. The brick-
and-mortar type facilities allocable to industrial facilities are excluded as
is site activation and maintenance.
Operational facilities refer to the real estate, construction, conversion,
utilities, and equipment to provide all facilities required to house, service,
and launch prime mission equipment. This element does not include site
activation or maintenance.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)










This element refers to the production and refurbishment of all spares
and repair parts used for replacement purposes in end items of flight and
ground equipment; and for use as in-flight replaceable units (IFRU) and
ground replaceable units (GRU) to support module refurbishment. Provisioning,
fabrication, procurement, test, packaging, handling and transportability
design is included. This element excludes logistics inventory management
effort which is covered under the Mission Operations WBS element.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









GFE/GFP & INTEGRATION (LEVEL 4)
This element includes the effort associated with the physical integration
(receipt, acceptance test, modification, installation and checkout) of
GFE/GFP into the end items. It also includes NASA-provided costs of the
GFE/GFP items. This element includes all GFE/GFP required to satisfy
the end item specification, and specifically excludes the effort of providing
and installing GPL experiments.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









EXPERIMENT INSTALLATION, ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT (LEVEL 4)
This element includes all of the modular space station contractor's
effort associated with the physical installation of Government-furnished GPL
(integral) experiments into the space station modules. It also includes
installation of selected GPL. experiments at the launch site, when required.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-1XX-00-00 Modular Space Station Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









EXPERIMENTS DEFINITION (LEVEL 3)
This Level 3 element summarizes the conceptual and definition





Material Science and Manufacturing (MS)
Technology (T)
Life Sciences(LS)
It also includes the effort associated •with overall experiment planning
activities. Descriptions of each of the above acitivities as furnished by the
NASA are contained in the addendum to this dictionary.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 2)
j XX-OXX-00-00 Space Station Earth Orbital Program
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-2XX-01-00 Astronomy (A)
XX-2XX-02-00 Physics (P)
XX-2XX-03-00 Earth Observations (ES)
XX-2XX-04-00 Communications/Navigation (C/N)
XX-2XX-05-00 Material Science and Manufacturing (MS)
XX-2XX-06-00 Technology (T)








: • X PRODUCTION
X OPERATIONS
EARTH ORBITAL EXPERIMENTS (LEVEL 3)
This WBS element summarizes the GPL, attached, and detached
experiment groups which provide the functional program elements (FPE) for
the modular space station, attached, and detached RAM projects.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 2)
XX-OXX-00-00 Space Station Earth Orbital Program
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 4)
XX-3XX-NN-00 GPL Experiments (Aggregate)
XX-3XX-YY-00 Attached RAM Experiments (Aggregate)









GPL EXPERIMENTS (LEVEL 4)
This element is an aggregate of the following Level 4 FPE's:
P. 1 Space Physics Research Laboratory
P. 2 Plasma Physics and Environmental Perturbation
Laboratory
P. 4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
ES. 1 Earth Observations Facility
C/N. 1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility
MS. 1 Material Science and Manufacturing in Space
T. 1 Contamination Measurements
T. 3 Extravehicular Activity (EVA)
T.4 Advanced Spacecraft System Test
T. 5 Teleoperation
LS. 1 Medical Research Facility
LS. 2 Vertebrate Research Facility
LS. 3 Plant Research Facility
LS. 4 Cells and Tissues Research Facility
LS. 5 Invertebrate Research Facility
LS. 7 Man-System Integration
The above FPE's are identified as General Purpose Laboratory (GPL)
experiments due to their mode of accommodation in the experiment program.
This element combines all of the design, provisioning, manufacturing, test,
tooling, special test equipment, and quality control activities associated with
the development, production, and operation of the FPE's. It also includes
the effort of installing and refurbishing experiments in orbit or returned from
orbit, but excludes the installation, assembly and checkout of experiments
into the GPL facility prior to MSS module launch.
Descriptions of the above FPE's as furnished by the NASA are contained
in the addendum to this dictionary.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-3XX-00-00 Earth Orbital Experiments
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









ATTACHED RAM EXPERIMENTS (LEVEL 4)
This element is an aggregate of the following Level 4 FPE's:
A. 3 Advanced Solar Astronomy
A. 4 Intermediate Size UB Telescope
A. 5 High Energy Stellar Astronomy
A. 6 Infrared Astronomy
P. 3 Cosmic Ray Physics Laboratory
P. 4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
ES. 1 Earth Observations Facility
LS. 2 Vertebrate Research Facility
LS. 3 Plant Research Facility
LS.4 Cells and Tissues Research Facility
LS. 5 Invertebrate Research Facility
LS. 6 Life Support and Protective Systems
LS. 7 Man-System Integration
The above listed FPE's are identified as attached experiments due to
their mode of accommodation in the experiment program. This element
combines all of the design, provisioning, manufacturing, test, tooling,
special test equipment, and quality control activities associated with the
development, production, and operation of the FPE's. It also includes the
effort of installing and refurbishing experiments in orbit or returned to
earth, but excludes the installation, assembly and checkout of experiments
into the RAM's prior to launch.
Descriptions of the above FPE's as furnished by the NASA are con-
tained in the addendum to this dictionary.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-3XX-00-00 Earth Orbital Experiments
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









DETACHED RAM EXPERIMENTS (LEVEL 4) -
This element is an aggregate of the following Level 4 FPE's:
A. 1 X-Ray Stellar Astronomy
A. 2 Advanced Stellar Astronomy
A. 3 Advanced Solar Astronomy
A. 4 Intermediate Size UV Telescope
A. 5 High Energy Stellar Astronomy
A. 6 Infrared Astronomy
T. 2 Fluid Management
T.4 Advanced Spacecraft Systems Test
The above listed FPE's are identified as detached experiments due to
their mode of accommodation in the experiment program.
This element combines all of the design, provisioning, manufacturing,
test, tooling, special test equipment and quality control activities associated
with the development, production, and operation of the FPE's. It also
includes the effort of installing and refurbishing experiments in orbit, or
returned to earth, but excludes the installation, assembly and checkout of
experiments into the RAM's prior to their launch.
Descriptions of the above FPE's as furnished by the NASA are contained
in the addendum to this dictionary.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-3XX-00-00 Earth Orbital Experiments
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









ATTACHED RAM PROJECT (LEVEL 3)
The Level 3 Attached RAM project WBS element summarizes all of
the effort required to develop and produce a group of experiment modules
(RAM's) for attachment to the space station complex. This element specifi-
cally excludes the effort associated with producing FPE's as identified under
the Earth Orbital Experiment elements.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 2)
XX-OXX-00-00 Space Station Earth Orbital Program











This WBS element is an aggregate of all Level 4 activities required to
produce experiment modules (RAM's) for attachment to the modular space
station complex. This element includes the design, manufacturing, test
procurement, special test equipment, and quality control effort associated
with the individual RAM's. It also includes all Level 4 floating items identi-
fiable and peculiar to the attached RAM project (i. e. , project management,
systems support, experiment installation and checkout, pre-mission opera-
tions, mission operations, major test programs, training equipment, etc. ).
The following ten Level 4 RAM's are identified:
High Energy Stellar Astronomy RAM
Advanced Solar Astronomy RAM
Cosmic Ray Physics Lab RAM
Infrared Astronomy RAM
Intermediate Size UV Telescope RAM
Earth Observations RAM
Man-Systems Integration RAM
Bioscience Research Lab RAM
Physics & Chemistry Lab RAM
Life Support & Protective System RAM
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-4XX-00-00 Attached RAM Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)









DETACHED RAM PROJECT (LEVEL 3)
The Level 3 detached RAM project WBS element summarizes all of
the effort required to develop and produce a group of experiment modules
(RAM's) for placement into orbit in conjunction with but detached from the
space station complex. It specifically excludes the effort associated with
producing FPE's as identified unter the Earth Orbital Experiment elements.
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 2)
XX-OXX-00-00 Space Station Earth Orbital Program











This WBS element is an aggregate of all Level 4 activities required to
produce experiment modules (RAM's) for placement into orbit in conjunction
with, but detached from the modular space station complex. This element
includes the design, manufacturing, modification, test, procurement,
special test equipment, and quality control effort associated with the indi-
vidual RAM's. It also includes all Level 4 floating items identifiable and
peculiar to the detached RAM project (i. e. , project management, systems
support, experiment installation and checkout, pre-mission operations,
mission operations, major test programs, training equipment, etc.) The
following seven Level 4 RAM's are identified:
X-Ray Stellar Astronomy RAM
Advanced Stellar Astronomy RAM
Advanced Solar Astronomy RAM (Modified Attached RAM)
Intermediate Size UV Telescope RAM (Modified Attached RAM)
High Energy Stellar Astronomy RAM (Modified Attached RAM)
Infrared Astronomy RAM (Modified Attached RAM)
Fluid Management RAM
Also included are three support section modules (SSM).
NEXT HIGHER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 3)
XX-5XX-00-00 Detached RAM Project
NEXT LOWER LEVEL ELEMENTS (LEVEL 5)








NARRATIVES FOR WBS - EXPERIMENTS DEFINITION
(XX-2XX-00-00)
Astronony (XX-2XX-01-00) - The functional program elements (FPE) in
astronomy provide means for implementing a long-range program. Astro-
nomical facilities and instruments located in space can reach regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum that are obscured or distorted by the earth's
atmosphere. The experiment definition activity in astronomy concerns the
technology associated with the multiwave length, multisensor approach
needed to locate, observe, and interpret radiation from extragalactic,
galactic, solar, and planetary sources in the different parts of the spectrum
with spectral, angular, and temporal resolution not achievable from earth
sites. Six functional program elements are included in the astronomy dis-
cipline: X-ray stellar, advanced solar, intermediate-size UV telescopes,
high-energy stellar, and IR astronomy.
Physics (XX-2XX-02-00) - The physics discipline includes four functional
program elements: (1) Space Physics Research Laboratory, (2) Plasma
Physics and Environmental Perturbation Laboratory, (3) Cosmic Ray
Physics Laboratory, and (4) Physics and Chemistry Laboratory. The
experiment definition activities in the physics discipline relate to the pre-
cursor developments necessary to establish the instrument technology,
techniques, and processes by which these functional program elements can
be performed in space.
Earth Observations (XX-2XX-03-OQ) The earth observations discipline
consists of a single functional program element: Earth Observations
Facility. This facility will provide the means for making observations of
earth utilizing the unique capabilities that man can provide within the
laboratory.
Experiment definition activities relate to the development of sensor tech-
nology, data analysis and interpretation techniques, and measurement
programs in seven areas in which earth observation experiments will be
done. These are: meteorology and the atmospheric sciences, world land
use mapping, air and water pollution, resource recognition and identifica-





Communications/Navigation (XX-2XX-04-00) - The communications /navigation
discipline contains one functional program element: The Communications/
Navigation Research Facility. The experiment definition activities relate to
the definition of laboratory functions and equipments that would be provided
in such a facility within certain defined constraints.
Material Science and Manufacturing (XX-2XX-05-00) - The basic objective
of the material science and manufacturing discipline will be to secure
scientific results that will expand the knowledge of physical and chemical
processes in materials and provide a basis for new process inventions.
Precursor experiment definition activities in this discipline treats the
definition of modular equipments that can be used together in many different
ways to perform a wide variety of experiments ultimately evolving into a
dedicated facility for commercial application.
Technology (XX-2XX-06-00) - The five functional program elements in this
discipline are devoted to the development of new technology for application
to future generation spacecraft and experiments. These functional program
elements are: contamination, fluid management, extravehicular activity,
advanced spacecraft systems tests, and teleoperations. The experiment
definition activities relate to the definition of various items of suitcase,
"carry-ou" type equipments in each functional program element area to
conduct the measurement program.
Life Sciences (XX-2XX-07-00) - The NASA Life Sciences Program encom-
passes all of the individual program areas covering operational and medical
questions associated with manning and operating an earth orbital research
facility or facilities; the development, testing and incorporation into such
facilities as the advanced technology for life support and protective systems;
and fundamental biological and biomedical research. This discipline
contains the following functional program elements: Medical Research
Facility, Vertebrate Research Facility, Plant Research Facility, Cells
Tissues Research Facility, Invertebrate Research Facility, Life Support and
and Protective Systems, and Man-System Integration.
Experiment Planning (XX-2XX-10-00) - Experiment planning relates to
those activities associated with the prime space station contractor's respon-
sibility to support various and continuing payload studies. These activities
shall include: definition of space station performance and interface charac-
teristics, definition of space station support provisions with user community,
participation in mission/flight operations, crew integration studies also in
support of candidate payload definitions, interpretation of payloads specifi-
cation requirements —including development, testing, checkout, environ-
mental criteria, and other miscellaneous involvements with user groups
during early phases of experiment studies. A typical product of this activity





NARRATIVES FOR WBS - EARTH ORBITAL, EXPERIMENTS
(XX-3XX-00-00)
A. 1 X-Ray Stellar Astronomy - Consists of independent X-ray collection
and detector assemblies installed in a common supporting structure.
This facility will provide capabilities for extending the range of
observable objects to extreme cosmological distances with improved
angular, spectral, flux level, and polarization measurement
resolution.
A. 2 Advanced Stellar Astronomy - Consists of a large, diffraction-limited
telescope (2 or 3 m diameter) to observe both discrete and extended
stellar objects, using imaging, spectrographic, photometric, and
polarmetry supporting instruments. This facility will provide capa-
bilities for greatly improved angular, spectral, photometric, and
polarization measurement resolution and accuracy in the 1 mm to
0. 09 m spectral range.
A. 3 Advanced Solar Astronomy - Consists of a 1 .5m photoheliograph,
0. 25 m spectroheliograph, 0. 5 m X-ray telescope, and coronagraphs.
Correlated narrow band imaging, high resolution spectres copy, and
solar magnetic field mapping are provided within capabilities of
these instruments. This facility will provide capabilities for more
continued solar observation the the 1.1 m to 2 x 10 m spectral
region with better resolutions than obtainable from large
observatory sites on earth.
A. 4 Intermediate Size UV Telescopes - Consists of a narrow-field 0. 94 m
Cassegrain-type telescope and a 0. 3 m wide-field UV telescope.
Each equipped with a variety of imaging devices and spectrographic
instruments, to be employed for spectrally selective imaging and
spectrography of galactic emissions, star cluster, and planets of
the solar system from 0. 4 m to 0. 013 m.
A. 5 High-Energy Stellar Astronomy - Consists of grazing incidence and
X-ray telescopes, narrow band spectrometer, X-ray counter array,
low background detector array, gamma ray spectrometer, and spark
chamber, for time-cor related measurements (from 0. 1 KEV to





A. 6 Infrared Astronomy - Consists of one-meter IR telescope, linear
detector array, and interferometer for greatly improved capabilities
for survey and detailed observation of cosmic, galactic, planetary,
and diffuse IR sources in the 1. 000 |j.m to 1 p.m spectral region.
P. 1 Space Physics Research Laboratory - Four scientific categories of
experiments will be conducted using the facilities of this laboratory.
These categories are: atmospheric and magnetospheric science,
cometary cloud, meteoroid science, and small telescope astronomy.
At the full facility level, 25 scientific instruments are installed as
general support instruments for the conduct of experiments in these
four categories.
P. 2 Plasma Physics and Environmental Perturbation Laboratory - The
objective of this function program element is to establish an orbital
laboratory for the performance of a variety of plasma physics experi-
ments. Four experiments groups are represented: plasma wake
around orbital bodies, plasma resonances and their harmonics, wake
particle interactions with VIF, and electron and ion beam propaga-
tion. The major elements of this laboratory include a family of
surface- and boom-mounted instruments, airlocks for deployment
of sub satellites, and TV and particle accelerators.
P. 3 . Cosmic Ray Physics Laboratory - This facility consists of instru-
mentation to advance the understanding of astrophysical phenomena
through accurate measurements of: cosmic ray nuclei flux and
energy spectra, cosmic ray nuclei charge composition, electron-
positron energy spectra, and isotopic composition of light nuclei.
The concept described is one of a dedicated orbital facility.
P. 4 Physics and Chemistry Laboratory - This is an orbital laboratory
, to be used for performing physics and chemistry experiments that
make optimum use of the environmental conditions available: zero
gravity, high vacuum, particle and gas-surface interractions, etc.
This laboratory will have work stations that receive experiments as
carry-on packages for plug-in to various multipurpose equipments
and provisions of the physics and chemistry laboratory.
ES. 1 Earth Observations Facility - The objectives of the earth observations
facility are to utilize the unique capabilities of man in the orbital
survey of the earth and its environment. The objectives include:
(1) defining the earth's geometry, surface characteristics, and
dynamic body properties, (2) understanding the physics of the atmos-
phere, weather prediction, modification, and control, and (3) respon-
sible management of the earth's resources and the human environ-





provides the necessary provisions for accommodating a large group
of multidiscipline sensors and the support of man in carrying out
these investigations. •
C/N. 1 Communications/Navigation Research Facility - The objectives of
this facility are to provide an orbital laboratory to facilitate expanded
applications'of space technology and satellite systems to: (1) better
serve the national/international needs for communications with and
between earthbound/airborne/spaceborne terminals, and (2) to
improve the capabilities for terrestrial, air, and space vehicle
navigation and traffic control. This facility provides the necessary
equipment and assemblies to conduct these investigations.
MS. 1 Materials Science and Manufacturing Facility - The objectives of
this functional program element are: (1) to accomlish a wide variety
of research experiments leading to capabilities to manufacture
materials in space, (2) conduct experimentation to define these
prospects, and (3) develop specific processes to the point of com-
mercial feasibility. Modular equipments will be provided within
this facility to perform the widest possible variety of experiments.
T. 1 Contamination Measurements - The objectives of the experiments in
this functional program elements are to: (1) monitor and trace the
movement of external contaminants, (2) evaluate light scattering
effects on the performance of optical sensors, (3) measure amount
and effect of contaminants deposited on optical components, and
(4) evaluate removal techniques. These observations/measurements
involve periodically scheduled activities using a variety of instru-
ments in suitcase "carry-on" fashion.
T. 2 Fluid Management - Experiments included in this functional program
element are related to the understanding of fundamentals of design
techniques for advanced spacecraft fluid systems. Experiment
equipment items range in size from small "carry-on" packages to
large cryogenic storage tanks. Trace experiments are designed to
yield parametric information over the entire range of flows, temper-
atures, acceleration levels, heat transfer rates, etc. which may be
encountered in future vehicle designs.
T. 3 Extravehicular Activity (EVA) - The two experiments included in
this functional program element describe the development and evalu-
ation of an astronaut maneuvering unit (AMU) and a maneuver able
work platform (MWP). These experiments describe one phase of an
orbital test program for the development and evaluation of these





T. 4 Advanced Spacecraft Systems Tests - This functional program
element describes typical types of tests that will be performed in
orbit to develop and qualify hardware for future spacecraft.
T. 5 Teleoperation - The goal of this functional program element is to
develop and evaluate an experimental teleoperator system for use
with future space activities. Such a system would be a precursor to
an operational system and would provide a means for evaluating
teleoperator system performance and applications.
LS. 1 Medical Research Facility - Medical experiments will be devoted to
the evaluation of changes in human function and capabilities which
may be induced by long-duration space flight. The goals shown are
oriented toward the support and enhancement of man and his abilities
in manned space flight. There is an additional objective to obtaining
scientific information of value to conventional medical research and
practice.
LS. 2 Vertebrate Research Facility - The Vertebrate Research Facility
will permit a broad spectrum of specific and general experiments
in support of the goals and objectives in space biology:
a. To understand the role of gravity in life processes and the capa-
bility of living organisms to adapt to gravitational changes.
b. To understand the role of time in biology, including the effects
of time-varying environmental parameters on biological rhythms
and aging.
c. To determine the potential applications and develop the techniques
to utilize advances in theory and space technology to advance
medicine, biology, public health, agriculture, and space explor-
ation. The facility provides holding and rearing accommodations
as well as research instrumentation for a wide variety of verte-
brates. The rearing accommodations will permit establishing a
"weightlessness adapted" strain of animals considered essential
in studying adaptive processes.
LS. 3 Plant Research Facility - The program in Plant Research covers the
effects of space environment (weightlessness, subgravity, ionizing
radiation, etc. ) on all major aspects of plant biochemistry, physiol-
ogy, and genetics. Particular emphasis is placed on morphology,
growth, development, maturation, longevity, reproduction, and
cyclic phenomena. Experiments will encompass photographic





of cells and tissues, and biochemical analyses for composition and
distribution of enzymes, hormones, metabolic substrates, and
synthesized plant products.
LS. 4 Cells and Tissues Research Facility - The research to be supported
by this functional program element includes a study of the growth,
reproduction, morphology, biochemistry, and genetics of a variety
of single-cell organisms and tissues in culture. Some of the objec-
tives are evident in the titles of the experiment classes. In more
detail, the objectives include: discerning the role gravity plays in
the cellular functions of growth and replication: discerning whether
cultured cellular and tissue development, structures, and function
are altered by the space environment; developing the capability to
predict extent of cellular variability as a function of time in the space
environment; establishing whether the space environment significantly
alters the genetic coding mechanisms; describing the interaction of
the environment with subcellular structure and function; investigating
biochemical phenomena; and investigating environmental factors in
control of rhythmic phenomena by the removal of these factors.
LS. 5 Invertebrate Research Facility - The objectives are generally the
same as stated for other biology functional program elements except
that they are applied to invertebrates. In more detail, these objec-
tives are to detect, quantify, and determine the mechansims of
alterations in the basic life processes of invertebrates exposed to
weightlessness; to detect, quantify, and determine the mechanisms
involved in the modification of invertebrate behavior by exposure to
the space environment; and to detect modifications in the genetics of
invertebrates and discover the mechanisms underlying these changes.
LS. 6 Life Support and Protective Systems - The objective of life support
and protective systems (LSPS) technology is to provide a controlled
and physiologically acceptable environment for flight crews during
all phases of a space mission. The objective of this functional pro-
gram element is to provide critical information of hyman environ-
mental requirements, the design criteria for LSPS, and the technology
which will enable men to perform future space missions effectively
and in safety.
LS. 7 Man-System Integration - The goals and objectives in man-system
integration (MSI) are related to the experiment classes: behavioral
effects; performance capability; habitability and proficiency; and
rotogravitation. Behavioral effects include those experiments
designed to determine the effects of prolonged exposure to the space-
flight environment on man's individual and group behavior. The





man-system performance capabilities in the space-flight environment.
The habitability and proficiency maintenance class is designed to
evaluate man-system characteristics that maintain and/or prevent
degradation of that performance. The rotogravitation experiments












APPENDIX B. ESTIMATED SUBCONTRACTOR AND PRIME
CONTRACTOR COSTS, MODULAR SPACE STATION PROJECT
This section presents Cost Estimate Data Form B for the Modular
Space Station Project (XX-1XX-00-00) in an abbreviated format that is con-
sistent with an agreement reached during the study period between NASA/
MSC and the Contractor.
The abbreviated format deviates from the standard Form B to the
extent that it provides a split of the total cost by only two categories, namely
prime in-house and subcontractor WBS item cost. The standard Form B on
the other hand provides WBS item cost by subdivision of work and by element
of cost as described under Cost Methodology in Section 3.
The subcontractor category contains all cost associated with major and
minor subcontracting, including the material procurement cost (MPC) and
general and administrative (GfcA) expenses associated with these elements.
The in-house category contains all other WBS item costs.
The basis for calculating the total amount shown in each category was
to estimate by assembly (WBS Level 6) the hardware most likely to be sub-
contracted. The cost of these assemblies were then accumulated and
reported at the subsystem (WBS Level 5) under the subcontract category.
The in-house category, as reported, is the difference between total WBS
item cost and the subcontract cost category, if any.
Cost estimate data forms B have not been prepared for the Experiments
Definition Project (XX-2XX-00-00), Earth Orbital Experiments Project
(XX-3XX-00-00), Attached RAM Project (XX-4XX-00-00) and Detached RAM
Project (XX-5XX-00-00). The nature of these costs, either from NASA/



































































XX- 1 XX- 04- 01
XX-1XX-04-02




Modular Space Station Project
Initial Core Module
Structural and mechanical subsystem
ECLS subsystem
Electrical power subsystem





Structural and mechanical subsystem
Structural and mechanical subsystem (growth)
ECLS subsystem
Electrical power subsystem


















































































































Number WBS Item Name In- House







































































































































































































XX- 1 XX- 10- 03
XX- 1XX- 10-05
XX-1XX-10-06

















































































































Modular Space Station Project
Initial Core Module
Structural and mechanical subsystem
ECLS subsystem
Electrical power subsystem
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XX- 1 XX- 04- 00
XX-1XX-04-01















Structural and mechanical subsystem
Structural and mechanical subsystem (growth)
ECLS subsystem
Electrical power subsystem
Electrical power subsystem (growth)
Information subsystem
Crew habitability subsystem
Subsystem instal, assy and C/O
Control/Crew Module (SM-1)





Subsystem instal. , assy and C/O
Lab/ECLSS Module (SM-2)






Subsystem instal. , assy and C/O
Lab/ECLSS Module (SM-3)



























































































































































































Subsystem instal.,assy and C/O
Cargo Modules












Electrical power subsystem 1.0
Information subsystem : 0. 4
Crew habitability subsystem
Subsystem instal. , assy and C/O
Growth Core Module

















Crew/ECLSS Module (SM-5) 12. 7
Structural and mechanical subsystem 1. 7
ECLS subsystem 4. 8
Electrical power subsystem 0. 4
Reaction control subsystem 0. 2
Information subsystem
Crew habitability subsystem




























































































XX- 1 XX- 3 0-00
Crew/ECLSS Module (SM-6)






Subsystem instal. , assy and C/O















































XX- 1 XX- 2 5- 00
XX- 1 XX- 3 0-00
XX-1XX-40-00
XX-1XX-70-00

















































APPENDIX C. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA
This section provides Technical Characteristics Data Form C, a sum-
mary of the technical, physical, and mission characteristics that may have
a significant effect on costs.
The scope of this section is limited to the Modular Space Station
Project, Initial Station only.
Since subsystems characteristics are more meaningful when taken as
a whole, rather than describing each module's contribution to the subsystem
performance, the data are presented by subsystem except for the structural
and mechanical subsystems.
Only preliminary definition effort was expended on cargo modules and
the data presented represents the baseline for costing only.
Table C-l shows a weight allocation, by module, of the subsystem and
assemblies described herein. For specific definition of equipment allocation
to modules, refer to DHL MSC T- 575, Line Item 66, SD 71-215-1. Cargo






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No. of separate pressure
isolatable volumes
No. of egress paths from
habitable volumes
Full crew overlap duration
(shuttle in near vicinity)
Max shuttle launch frequency
required





Single volume life sustaining
capability (full crew)




Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics

















Level Units of Measure






















Number in buildup sequence




Diameter - main structure








Internal pressure - design







Probability of no micro-
meteoroid penetration
Limit module heat load gain
Limit module heat loss
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Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics













33 ft 10 in.
Second
30 days
HP gas for fuel cells (ar rays)
not deployed)













Number in buildup sequence















Probability of no micro-
meteoroid penetration
Limit module heat load gain
Limit module heat loss
CO
w
Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics



























38 ft 8 in.
















Number in buildup sequence



















Probability of no micro-
meteoroid penetration
Limit module heat load gain





Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics





























38 ft 8 in.














General Purpose Lab Furnishings
Data analysis equipment weight
Photographic process equipment
weight
Number in buildup reference
Time lapse after core module
delivery to orbit
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Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics































Environmental Shield - Includes
airlock and auxiliary passage
(Ref. GPL)
Probability of no micro-
meteoroid penetration
Limit module heat lead gain
Limit module heat loss
General Purpose Lab Furnishings

















Outer end hatch window dia
A*9Space Division
North American Rockwell
Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics




























38 ft 8 in.
















Number in buildup sequence
Time lapse after core module
delivery to orbit
















Environmental Shield - Including
GPL Airlock
Probability of no micro-
meteoroid penetration
Limit module heat load gain





Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics






































38 ft 8 in.




General Purpose Lab Furnishings














Outer end hatch window dia
Number in buildup sequence





Auxiliary passage port inside dia 8
Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics
















0. 5 Ib O2N2/day























Probability of no micro-
meteoroid penetration
Limit module heat load gain
Limit module heat loss





Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics


























3. 0 mm Hg
7. 6 mm Hg
1 5. 0 mm hg







3. 5 psia max.
3. 1 psia min
100 fpm max.







CO2 processing rate crew
produced -nominal
CO2 processing rate crew
produced maximum
CO2 processing - max. rate
CG2 partial pressure nominal
COp partial pressure max.
142 day
CO2 partial pressure emergency
8 hr maximum
CO2 reduction & O2H2 gen oper.
cycle
O2 production - nominal
O2 production - max. capability
H2 production
CH4 12 hr storage








Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics






























3. 45 Ib/man/day - nominal
4. 48 Ib/man/day - max.
0. 13 Ib/man/day
0. 25 Ib/man day nominal
0. 33 Ib/man day










Urinal flushing (potable water)
Cold water supply temperature
Water temperature for food
preparation
Maximum water processing rate
Potable water recovery rate
nominal
Electrolysis water resupply rate
Water available for experiment
support
Storage time for vapor compres-
sion vent gases




Fecal collection and processing
Water (not reclaimed)
Solids
Accomodation of mixed male/
female crew
Mixed solid waste processing rate
Experiment waste processing rate
A*9
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Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics



































105, 000 Btu/hr max.



















Max crew in any one module
Thermal Control
Internal wall temp manned
operations
Internal wall temp unmanned
operations
Heat load gain ext. induced
(excluding power mod)
Heat load loss (excluding power
mod)
Heat load limits (total)
Air heat load
Attached RAM heat load
Maximum heat rejection capability
Special Life Support
EVA/IVA support
IVA nominal O2 flow
IVA emerg C>2 flow - 30 min
O2 inlet temp
Heat load peak
2 CDO T3^ 8> <D
i) </)3 O^D 3
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Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics









































Regenerative fuel cell system
C>2/H2 electrolysis
416/240 vac, 400 hz - 3 phase





PLSS C>2 recharge pressure
Recharge frequency
Power Requirements (24 hr avg)
Normal operations
Emergency operations
Normal 24-hr average load
Degraded 24-hr average load
14-hr crew day light period power











Table C-2. Modular Space Station Project - Technical Characteristics































HP gas from ECLSS
60 watts avg
4500 watts (24-hr avg)
800 watts (24-hr avg)
7. 0 KW







Recognition of MSS orientation
Intensity along EVA surface paths




Duration of emergency (minimum)




EPS normal operation - power to bus
EPS degraded operation - power to
bus
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±1500 ft, 1 sigma
±3800 ft, 1 sigma
±2200 ft, 1 sigma
±3. 5 f t / sec
1/12 hr





0. 00014 G max. for 140 sec
0. 04 G max. for 0. 3 sec
0. 0001 G max.




















Fine pointing mode-hold time
Fine pointing-accuracy rel to
local vertical
Accelerations
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166, 000 Ib sec
47, 740 Ib sec
28, 000 Ib sec








60 sec for 2 engines
13 watts
3
300 to 4 KHz
1
30 to 10 KHz
3
4. 5 MHz
30 to 4. 5 MHz
Characteristics














Firing duty cycle (12 hr)






CCTV channels - color or B&W
CCTV data rate
Record /playback- audio /video
Z COII
0) W3 o33 3
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Level Units of Measure



























Voice channels - T/R
Voice data rate (baseband)
Music channels (rec only)
Music data rate
TV B/W T/R channels
TV B/W data rate
TV color (trans only)
TV color data rate
System telemetry channels
(trans only)
System telemetry data rate
(2 channels)
System telemetry channels (rec
only) EVA
System telemetry EVA support
Computer data channels T/R
Computer data rate
Text/graphic digital data (rec
only)
Text/graphic digital data rate
Text/graphic facsimile (trans only)
Text/graphic facsimile data rate
Ground command (rec only)
Ground command data rate
External Comm Exper Support
TV B/W T/R channels det RAM
TV B/W data rate
Exp telemetry to ground (trans
only)
Exp telemetry to ground data rate
Exp telemetry (rec only) D RAM
O5-a
f
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±5 f t / sec
450 n mi to 1000 ft
67. 2 x 103
341. 3 x 103
4. 2 x 106
631. 1 x 103
398. 6 x 103 bps




Exp telemetry (D RAM) data rate
D RAM control (trans only)
channels








Data Processing Assy (DPA)
Memory - 32-bit words (station)
Operations
Mass
Archive (includes data base
storage)
Computer speed- Equiv/ops /sec
Data bus rate
Digital data bus capability
DPA Experiment Support
Memory - 32-bit words
Operating-expandable in 1 6 K
word modules
Mass expandable-in 64 K word
modules
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As required tape cartridge
1. 045 x 103
2. 0 mbps
3764 watts
780 lb/37. 5 ft3
130 lb/6. 5 ft3










Computer speed - equiv ops /sec
Data bus rate




Frozen food - wt/volume
Fresh foods - wt/volume
Dry, f reeze dired and thermo-
stabilized food wt /volume
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subsystem 5 to 95 percentile





100-ft candles @ 1 0 ft
50-ft candles @ 10 ft main
Provisions
1 per crewman








Emergency Personal Q£ Masks
Quantity
C>2 supply (self-contained)




Core module and station module
Illumination at start
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Level Units of Measure Characteristics
purposes, the cargo module has been characterized by similarity to station modules and subsystems


































Duration of self sufficient operations
in shuttle
Crew occupancy during orbital
operations




















APPENDIX D. SPACE STATION EARTH ORBITAL PROGRAM
FUNDING SCHEDULE
Time-phased cost estimates of the resources, in millions of dollars,
required to accomplish a Phase C/D Earth Orbital Space Station Program,
subject to the operations cutoff, work-in-process exclusions, and other
cost ground rules and assumptions described in Section 2 of this report, are
presented in Table D-l, Cost Estimate Data Forms D.
Separate funding schedules are provided for nonrecurring (DDT&E),
recurring (Production), and recurring (Operations) and are summarized
graphically by procurement phases in Figure 1-3 of the Introduction and
Summary section of this report.
Each Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Level 5 and Level 4 FIL item
cost estimate for the Modular Space Station (MSS) Project (XX- 1XX-00-00)
was time-phased by Government fiscal year against the anticipated develop-
ment, production, or operations plan by application of the appropriate
spreading factors. Level 5 items are first summarized to Level 4 and
finally to the MSS project WBS Level 3.
The Experiments Definition Project (XX-2XX-00-00), Earth Orbital
Experiments (XX-3XX-00-00), Attached RAM Project (XX-4XX-00-00) and
Detached RAM Project (XX-5XX-00-00) are time-phased at WBS Level 4
and summed at Level 3.
All WBS Level 3 projects are then summed to the Space Station Earth
Orbital Program, Level 2.
The forms contain the WBS level, identification number, item name,
item cost and the Government fiscal years to which the costs are allocated.
The information needed to develop the funding schedule is provided on
Cost Estimate Data Form A as reported in Section !•
Figures D-l and D-2 illustrate the spreading functions used.
D-l
SD 71-226-2
















































I c l f n t i f ieai ion
Numbf r
XX -0 XX -00 -00
X X - l X X - 0 3 - 0 0
X X - 1 X X - 0 1 - 0 0
XX- 1 X X - 0 1 - 0 1
X X - 1 X X - 0 1 - 0 2
X X - 1 X X - O I - 0 3
XX- 1 \\-01 -04
X X - 1 X X - O I - 0 5
X X - 1 X X - 0 1 - 0 6
X X - I X X - O I - 0 7
X X - 1 X X - 0 2 - 0 0
XX-1XX-02-01
XX- 1 XX-02-01
X X - 1 X X - 0 2 - 0 2
X X - 1 X X - 0 2 - 0 3
X . X - 1 X X - 0 2 - 0 3
X X - 1 X X - 0 2 - 0 6
X X - 1 X X - 0 2 - 0 7
X X - 1 X X - 0 3 - 0 0
X X - 1 X X - 0 3 - 0 2
X X - 1 X X - 0 3 - 0 3
X X - 1 X X - 0 3 - 0 6
X X - 1 X X - 0 3 - 0 7





X X - 1 X X - 0 4 - 0 6
X . X - 1 X X - 0 4 - 0 7
X X - I X.X-05-00
X X - 1 X X - 0 5 - 0 1
X X - 1 X X - 0 5 - 0 2
X X - I X X - 0 5 - 0 3
X X - I X X - 0 5 - 0 5
X X - I X X - 0 5 - 0 6
X X - 1 X X - 0 5 - 0 7
x x - i x x - O n - n o
X X - 1 X X - 0 6 - 0 2
X X - l X X - O n - 0 6
XX- 1 X X - 0 6 - 0 7
X X - 1 X X - 0 7 - 0 0
XX- 1 XX-07-01
XX- 1 X.X-07-02
X X - 1 X X - 0 7 - 0 3
X X - 1 X X - 0 7 - 06
X X - I X X - 0 7 - 0 7
WBS Item Name
Space S ta t ion Ea r th Orbital Program
M o d u l a r Space Station Project
I n i t i a l Core Module
S t r u c t u r a l fc mechanical subsys tem
FCLS subsystem
Elec t r i ca l power subsystem
React ion con t ro l subsystem
Informat ion subsystem
C row hab i t ab i l i t y subsystem
Power Module
S t r u c t u r a l K- mechanical Subsystems
KCLS subsys tem
K l e c t r i c a l power subsystem
E l e c t r i c a l power subsystems (growth)
In fo rma t ion subsys tem
C r e w h a b i t a b i l i t y subsys tem
C o n t r o l / C r e w M o d u l e ( S M - 1 )
ECLS subsystem
Elec t r i ca l power subsys tem
Informat ion subsystem
Crew hab i t ab i l i t y subsystem
Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-21
ECLS subsystem
Elec t r i ca l power subsystem
Info rma t ion subsys tem
Crew hab i t ab i l i t y subsystem
l.ibs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)
S t ruc tu ra l f< mechanical subsystem
ECLS subsys tem
E l e c t r i c a l power subsys tem
R e a c t i o n con t ro l subsys tem
I n f o r m a t i o n subsys tem
C r u w hab i t ab i l i t y subsys t em
C o n t r o l / C r e w Module (SM-4)
KCLS subsystem
I n f o r m a t i o n subsystem
Crew hab i t ab i l i ty subsys tem
Carpo Module
S t r u c t u r a l &. mechanical subsys tem
KCLS subsys tem
E l e c t r i c a l power subsys tem
I n f o r m a t i o n subsys tem






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































X X - l x X - O f - 0 0
X X - 1 X X - O E - 0 1
X X - l X X - O f - 0 2
X X - l X X - O f - 0 3
X X - 1 X X - O P - 0 5
X X - l x X - O f -06
X X - 1 X X - O F - 0 7





XX 1 XX 01 06
XX-1XX-01-07
XX-1XX-10-00
X X - 1 X X - 1 0 - 0 1
XX-1XX-1C-02
X X - 1 X X - 1 0 - 0 3
XX- 1 XX- 10-05
XX- 1 XX- 10-06
XX- 1 XX- 10-07
XX-1XX-25-00
XX-1XX-30-00
X X - 1 X X - 3 5 - 0 0
















X X - 3 X X - Z Z - 0 0
XX-4XX-00-00





S t ruc tu ra l & mechanical subsystem
ECLS subsystem
F.lectrical power subsystem
Reac t ion con t ro l subsystem
Informat ion subsystem
Cre\v habitabil i ty subsystem
Crew/ECI.SS Module (SM-5)
ECLS subsystem
Electr ical power subsystem
Reaction control subsystem
Crew habitabil i ty subsystem
Crcw/ECLSS Module (SM-6)
Structural & mechanical subsystem
ECLS subsystem
Elect r ica l power subsystem
Reaction control subsystem
Information subsystem








Exper imen t Def in i t ion
Ast ronomy (A)
Physics (P)
Ea r th Observat ions (ES)
Communications /Navigat ion ( C / N )
Material Science & Manufacturing (MS)
Technology (T)
Life Sciences ( LS)
Experiment Planning
Earth Orbital Experiment
GPL Experiment (Aggrega te )
At tached RAM Exper imen t s (Aggrega t e )
Detached RAM Exper iments (Aggregate)
Attached RAM Project
R A M ' s ( A g g r e g a t e )
Detached RAM Projec t




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































XX- 1 XX- 01-04
















XX- 1 XX- 03 -07





XX- 1 XX- 04- 05
XX- 1 XX- 04 -06























Space Station Earth Orbital Program
Modular Space Station Project
Initial Core Module
Structural tt mechanical subsystem
ECLS subsystem




Subsystem instal, assem &r C/O
Power Module
Structural & mechanical subsystem




Subsystem instal, assem & C/O
Control/crew module (SM-1)










Subsystem install, assem & C/O
Labs/ECLSS Module (SM-3)










Susbystem instal, assem & C/O
Cargo Module
























































































































































































































































































































XX- 1 XX- 09 -00
XX-1XX-09-01
XX-1XX-09-02
XX- 1 XX- 09 -06
XX- 1 XX- 09 -07
XX-1XX-10-00































Module Integration, Assy & C/O
Earth Orbital Experiments
GPL Experiments (Aggregate)
Attached RAM Experiments (Aggregate)





















































































































































































































Table D-l. Cost Estimate Data - Form D (Cont)
D
Nonrecurr ing (
Recurr ing (Product ion)





















XX- 0 XX- 00 -00
X X - I X X - 0 0 - 0 0
X X - I X X - 0 7 - 0 0
X X - l X X - 0 7 - 0 "
X X - 1 X X - 2 5 - 0 0
XX- 1 XX-30-00
X X - 1 X X - 4 0 - 0 0
X X - 1 XX- 70-00
XX-3XX-00-00
X X - 3 X X - N N - 0 0
X X - 3 X X - Y Y - 0 0
XX-3XX-ZZ-00
XX-4XX-00-00
X X - 4 X X - Y Y - 0 0
XX-5XX-00-00
X X - 5 X X - Z Z - 0 0
WBS Item Name
Space Sta t ion Ea r th Orbi ta l Program
Modular Sp.ice Station Project
Cargo Modules





Ear th Orbi tal Exper iments
GPL Exper iments (Aggrega te )
Attached RAM Experiments (Aggregate)
Detached RAM Experiments {Aggregate)
Attached RAM Project












































































































































































































































Figure D-2. Structural and Mechanical Subsystem, Core and Power















APPENDIX E. REFERENCE MMS D&D & TFU COSTS TO
WBS LEVEL 7
The D&D and TFU costs to WBS Levels 6 and 1 are presented in
Tables E-l through E-7 for each of the subsystems of the Reference MSS
configuration described in Section 4. The TFU costs, of course, refer to
the first units at the space station level, although there may be numerous
subassemblies in each such unit. The unit costs at the subassembly level
represent an average cost. All costs in the tables are in terms of GFY 1971
dollar values, having been prepared before the agreement to show Cost
Form A of Section 7 in 1972 dollar values. A conversion factor of 1. 05 is
footnoted in each table to call attention to this change.
E-l
SD 71-226-2
Table E-l. Reference MSS Structures Costs








































































































































Table E-2. Reference MSS ETC/LSS Costs


































































































Table E-2. Reference MSS ETC/LSS Costs (Cont)





Radiator Panels and Control
Valves
Mounts and Supports




Water Storage Purity Monitor
Mounts, Supports, Distribution
Plumbing, etc.






























































































Table E-2. Reference MSS ETC/LSS Costs (Cont)














Eng and Mfg Support















































































Table E-2. Reference MSS ETC/LSS Costs (Cont)
















Eng and Mfg Support
TOTALS




























































Table E-3. Reference MSS EPS Costs
($ Million, 1971 Cost Index)*
PRIMARY GENERATION
Solar Array
Power Trans, and Orient.
Support Structure








































































Table E-3. Reference MSS EPS Costs (Cont)








































































































Table E-4. Reference MSS G and C Costs
($ Million, 1971 Cost Index)*
OPTICAL REFERENCE ASSEMBLY
Horizon Tracker Optics /Elect






Eng and Mfg Support
INERTIAL REFERENCE ASSEMBLY
Strapdown Inrtl Measurement Unit
Preprocessor
Mounts and Supports
























































































Table E-4. Reference MSS G and C Costs (Cont)





Eng and Mfg Support
G AND C SOFTWARE

































Same preprocessor is used in IRA, and RCS/EA assemblies.
Non-recurring to recurring costs assumed to be in an 85/15 ratio.





Table E-5. Reference MSS RCS Costs
($ Million, 1971 Cost Index)*
CRYO STORAGE


























































































Table E-5. Reference MSS RCS Costs (Cont)



















































r l )Nine per cargo module, three modules





Table E-6. Reference MSS ISS Hardware Costs
($ Million, 1971 Cost Index)*
Data Processing





















Integration by Subcontractor^ )
Mounts and Supports












































































































Table E-6. Reference MSS ISS Hardware Costs (Cont)
($ Million, 1971 Cost Index)*
Communications
Parabolic Antenna













Integration by Subc. (*/
Mounts, Supports & Equip. Rack















































































^Per ERB Action Item 20-13 and IL 192-100-CWR-71 -169, D&D integra-
tion by subcontractor is 20% for D&D for all asemblies; flight hardware
assembly & integration by subcontractor is 40% for data processing,
applied to one unit of each item, and zero for other assemblies. Sub-
contractor effort in D&D is needed to connect all components of DP A,
D/C, & comm. assemblies, and make them "play" together. Absence
of subcontractor assembly & integration for D/C & comm, assemblies
assumes that effort in D&D will result in preparation of specifications &
test procedure to sufficient depth to enable delivery of subassemblies to
prime contractor for assembly & installation by him.





Table E-7. Summary of Reference MSS Configuration Costs - ISS
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SELECTED MSS CONFIGURATION DDT&E AND RECURRING
PRODUCTION COSTS BY MODULES AND SUBSYSTEMS
F-l
SD 71-226-2
Page intentionally left blank
Table F-l. Selected MSS Structural and Mechanical Subsystem Costs











































































































Table F-2. Structural and Mechanical Subsystem, Selected MSS Solar
Array Replacement Mechanical Aid D&D and TFU Costs
































































Table F-3. Tooling and ST E and Acceptance Testing Costs by Module,
Initial Station, Selected Configuration
($Million, 1971 Dollar Value)
Core Power SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 SM-4 Total









































































































































Table F-4. Breakdown of Theoretical First Unit (Or Quantity Adjusted)


















































































































































































S/S = Subsystem Instal,
Assy, and C/O
S = Growth= Initial






Table F-4. Breakdown of Theoretical First Unit (Or Quantity Adjusted)














































































































































F/H = Flight Hardware F/H $316.9
M/I = Module S/S 26.9
Integration
S/S = Subsystem Instal, „ „ . , , ' .












Table F-5. Design and Development + Tooling and STE for All Modules















































































































































( 3 . 0 )
5
'72 $















































Table F-5. TFU (Qty) Plus Tooling &t STE Plus Acceptance Testing for

































































































































































































Table F-6. Cost Summary for Modular Space Station
(XX-1XX-00-00)
Subsystem (WBS Level 5)
Subsystem Fil (WBS Level 41
^*^*^  Module
^^^^ WBS ID No.
Non- Recurring:
Design and Development Plu**




















TFU (Qty) Plus Tooling and
STE Plus Acceptance
Testing, but Without Module
Integration, Assembly and
Checkout:


































































































































































































































Assembly (WBS Level 6) ^.
^^^^ Module
.s^ ^ WBS ID No.
Design and Development









TFU Plus Tooling and STE
Plus Acceptance Testing, but
Without Subsystem Installa-


































































































































































Table F-8. ECLS Subsystem Cost Summary for Modular
Space Station (XX- 1 XX-00-00)
Assembly IWBS Level 6)
^^^^ Module
^^-^^ WBS ID No.
Design and Development












Subsystem 1, A, and C/O
















































































































































































































Table F-9. Electrical Power Subsystem Cost Summary For Modular Space Station (XX- 1 XX-00-00)
cnO
Assembly (WBS Level 6)
^^^^
^ Module
^^^^ WBS ID No.
Design and Development











Subsystem I, A, and C/O
















































































































































Table F-10. Guidance and Control Subsystem Cost Summary
For Modular Space Station (XX-1XX-00-00)
Assembly I\VBS Level b)^--
^^^^ Module
^^^ WBS ID No.
Desipn and Development
Plus Tooling and STE








Subsystem I, A, and C/O
























Power SM- 1 SM-2 SM-3 SM-4 Cargo
Growth














Table F-ll. Reaction Control Subsystem Cost Summary For
Modular Space Station (XX- 1XX-00-00)
Assembly (WBS Level 6)
^^^^ WBS ID No.
Design and Development







Subsystem I, A and C/O







































































Table F-12. Information Subsystem Cost Summary For
Modular Space Station (XX- 1XX-00-00)
Assembly (WBS Level 6)^^.
^_ -^"^"^ Module
^^^ WBS ID No.
Design and Development







( W B S Level 5)
Flight Hardware W/O
Subsystem I. A, and C/O



































































































































Table F-13. Crew Habitability Subsystem Cost Summary
For Modular Space Station (XX- 1 XX-00-00)
Assembly (WBS Level 6)^^-
^^ -*""^  Module
^^•^^ WBS ID No.
Design and Development










Subsystem I, A, and C/O








( W B S Level 5)
Cost in Millions (1972 $)
Initial
Core
-01-07
9.8
9.8
1.6
1. 6
Power
-02-07
0. 3
0.3
0. 1
0. 1
SM-1
-03-07
1. 7
2. 1
2. 7
6. 5
0. 5
0. 1
0.2
0.8
SM-2
-04-07
0. 5
1.3
1.8
0.2
0.2
0.4
SM-3
-05-07
0.2
1. 1
0.2
11.5
13.0
0. 1
0. 1
0. 1
1.2
1.5
SM-4
-06-07
0.2
0.7
9. 1
10.0
0.4
0. 1
0.9
1.4
Cargo
-07-07
0.2
1. 5
0. 5
2.2
0. 1
0.2
0. 1
0.4
Growth
Core
-08-07
0.7
0. 7
0.6
0.6
SM-5
-09-07
0.6
0.3
0.3
1.2
0. 5
0.2
0.2
0.9
SM-6
-10-07
0. 1
0. 1
0. 1
0.3
0. 5
0. 1
0.2
0.8
Total
-00-07
14.3
5.8
12.0
13. 7
45.8
4.6
0. 8
1.2
1.9
8. 5
F-15
SD 71-226-2
